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CHILDREN’S PICTUREBOOK  
 

NOT QUITE NARWHAL by Jessie Sima  
Simon & Schuster, February 2017   Translation only 
A National Indie Bestseller 
 

Growing up in the ocean, Kelp has always assumed that he was a 
narwhal like the rest of his family, even though his tusk isn’t as 
long and he’s not as good of a swimmer. Then one night, an extra 
strong current sweeps Kelp to the surface, where he spots a 
mysterious creature that looks just like him! Kelp discovers that 
he and the creature are actually unicorns. The revelation leaves 
him torn: is he a land narwhal or a sea unicorn?   
Told with heartwarming illustrations and spare, sweet text, Jessie 

Sima’s debut picture book is about fitting in, standing out, and the all-encompassing love of family. 
Sold: Germany (Loewe) 
Jessie Sima is a debut author/illustrator who lives and works in New York City. She grew up in a small 
town in Southern New Jersey, unaware that she was a storyteller.   

 
 MIDDLE GRADE  
  

ARU SHAH AND THE END OF TIME : Pandava Sisters Bk 1 
By Roshani Chokshi     (All rights)  
Disney Hyperion (Rick Riordan Imprint), April 2018 
 
A middle grade debut from NYT Bestselling author Roshani Chokshi 
that is a Percy Jackson meets Sailor Moon fantasy adventure.   
 
Twelve-year-old Aru Shah has a tendency to stretch the truth in order 

to fit in at school. While her classmates are jetting off exotic locales, 

she'll be at home, in the Museum of Ancient Indian Art and Culture, where her mother works.  Is it 

any wonder that Aru makes up stories about being royalty, traveling to Paris, and having a chauffeur? 

     When Aru’s schoolmates dare Aru to prove that the museum's Lamp of Bharata is cursed, she 

thinks Just a quick light… But lighting the lamp has dire consequences. She unwittingly frees the 

Sleeper, an ancient demon whose duty it is to awaken the God of Destruction. Her classmates and 

beloved mother are frozen in time, and it's up to Aru to save them. 

New York Times bestselling author Roshani Chokshi is a 2008 Pushcart Prize nominee. Her work has 
appeared in Loose Change, In The Fray, and The Feminist Wire. 
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YOUNG ADULT – Roshani Chokshi  
 

DEATH AND NIGHT : STAR TOUCHED QUEEN NOVELLA  
St. Martin’s Griffin May 2017 (ebook only)  (All rights) 
 

Before The Star-Touched Queen there was only Death and Night. 
 
Discover how Maya and Amar first met and fell in love… 
He was Lord of Death, cursed never to love. She was Night incarnate, destined to 
stay alone. After a chance meeting, they wonder if, perhaps, they could be meant 

for more. But danger crouches in their paths, and the choices they make will set them on a journey 
that will span lifetimes.  
 

There will be two more Star Touched Queen Novellas, each about 100 pages long. 

 
 

A CROWN OF WISHES    
St. Martin’s Press, March 2017 (Translation only) 
 
In this companion novel to Star Touched Queen, readers follow Maya’s sister Gauri, 
the princess of Bharata,who has been taken as a prisoner of war by her kingdom’s 
enemies. Hope unexpectedly comes in the form of Vikram, the cunning prince of a 
neighboring land and her sworn enemy kingdom. Vikram offers Gauri a chance to 
win back her kingdom in exchange for her battle prowess. Together, they’ll have to 
set aside their differences and team up to win the Tournament of Wishes – a 

competition held in a mythical city where the Lord of Wealth promises a wish to the victor. Every 
which way they turn new trials will test their wit and strength. But what Gauri and Vikram will soon 
discover is that there’s nothing more dangerous than what they most desire. 

 
 

THE STAR-TOUCHED QUEEN  
St. Martin’s Press, May 2016  (Translation only) 

 New York Times bestseller 

 Nominated for the 2016 Nebula Award for the Andre Norton Award for 
Young Adult Science Fiction and Fantasy 

 A Barnes & Noble pick for Best Young Adult Books of 2016 

 A Bustle pick for Best Young Adult Book of 2016 
 

“Chokshi’s rich, descriptive writing weaves a lush web. A swoony romance, betrayal, and a journey to 
power and self-affirmation, with a slightly wicked, slightly funny animal sidekick in the best tradition 
work together to create a spell that many readers will willingly succumb to. Richly imagined, deeply 
mythic, filled with lovely language with violet overtones: this is an author to watch."—Kirkus Reviews 
 
Sold to: Turkey Ithaki 
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YOUNG ADULT   
 

THE EDGE OF THE ABYSS by Emily Skrutskie 
Flux, April 2017       (Translation only) 
 
Three weeks have passed since Cassandra Leung pledged her allegiance to the 
ruthless pirate-queen Santa Elena ( in The Abyss Surrounds Us) and set free Bao, 
the sea monster Reckoner she’d been forced to train. The days as a pirate 
trainee are long and grueling, but it’s not the physical pain that Cas dreads most. 
It’s being forced to work with Swift, the pirate girl who broke her heart.  
 
But Cas has even bigger problems when she discovers that Bao is not the only 

monster swimming free. Other Reckoners illegally sold to pirates have escaped their captors and are 
taking the NeoPacific by storm, attacking ships at random and ruining the ocean ecosystem. As a 
Reckoner trainer, Cas might be the only one who can stop them. But how can she take up arms 
against creatures she used to care for and protect? 
 
Reviews: 
"Skrutskie deftly balances introspection and action, making for a page-turning, thoughtful read. Her 
worldbuilding envisions a brutal and diverse future: gender is no barrier to success—kick-ass women 
abound, most notably brown-skinned Santa Elena and white Swift—and neither, for the most part, is 
race, although differences are both acknowledged and celebrated... A dazzling, satisfying sequel. "   
—Kirkus Reviews, starred 
 
Emily Skrutskie is six feet tall. She was born in Massachusetts, raised in Virginia, and forged in the 
mountains above Boulder, Colorado. She attended Cornell University, where she studied an 
outrageous and demanding combination of film, computer science, and game design. 
 

THE ABYSS SURROUNDS US  
Flux, 2016 
 
"[A] fresh and fascinating look at a lawless future." —Kirkus Reviews (starred) 
  
"Skrutskie adeptly creates a fantastical world of ruthless pirates; lovable, deadly 
creatures; and dynamic charcters." —School Library Journal 
 

"This is a solid, well-crafted, new adventure story with an interesting, unusual hook."—Booklist 
 
"Skrutskie creates an intriguing fantasy world full of floating cities, ruthless monsters, betrayals, and 
unlikely friendships." —Publisher's Weekly 
  
"The Abyss Surrounds Us is highly original and addictive." —SLJTeen 
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YOUNG ADULT   
 

AMONG THE RED STARS by Gwen C. Katz 
Harper Teen, October 2017     (Translation only) 
 

World War Two has erupted in Valya’s homeland of Russia. She’s always 
dreamed of being a fighter pilot, and Valya knows her skills rival the best of the 
men. So when the opportunity to join the military arises, Valya is the first to 
sign up. 
 

Flying has always meant freedom and exhilaration for Valya, but dropping 
bombs on German targets is something else entirely. The war is taking its toll 
on everyone, including the boy Valya grew up with, who is fighting for his life on 
the frontlines.   

 

As the war intensifies, and those around her fall, Valya must decide how much she is willing to risk to 
defend the skies she once called home.  
 

Inspired by the true story of an infamous all-female Russian bomber regiment, Gwen C. Katz weaves a 
tale of strength and sacrifice, of learning to fight for yourself, and the perils of a world at war.  
 

PREVIOUS HIGHLIGHTS 
 

THE NIGHT PARADE by Karen Tanquary (MG) 
Sourcebooks (January 2016) 
 
"Wonder and imagination abound in Tanquary's debut, a fantasy set in a contemporary 
Japanese mountain village; filled with respect and admiration for cultural tradition, it evokes 
both Grimm's fairy tales and Miyazaki's films....Vivid details and realistic situations ensure 
accessibility, and subtle teaching moments are wrapped in wide-eyed enchantment. " 
                                   —Publishers Weekly, starred 

 

Kathryn Tanquary is a graduate of Knox College with a B.A. in Creative Writing. She currently resides in Japan 
as a teacher of English as a Foreign Language in the Gunma Prefecture. The Night Parade is her first novel. 
 

 
EVERYDAY MAGIC by Emily Albright (YA) 
Merit Press (December 2016) 
 
"A sweet romance...for fans of Sarah Dessen, Meg Cabot, and Nicholas Sparks." 
—School Library Journal 
 
"The insider look at the movie industry and fashion world is interesting, and gives the story a 
neat angle. Fans of the first book will love seeing Preston getting his turn in the spotlight, 

though, as he's a great hero. The heroine is also well written, as her character grows and overcomes obstacles 
while chasing her dream. An enjoyable read with great character development."—RT Review 

 
Emily Albright is the author of The Heir and the Spare, inspired by the marriage of Prince William and 
Catherine Middleton.  


